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The Legend of Suriyothai 
 
A story of intrigue, romance and war set in a dramatic period of Thailand's history, The 
Legend of Suriyothai is based on actual events in 16th century Siam. 
 
The Legend of Suriyothai begins during a peaceful era, but forces from both outside 
(Siam's neighbour Burma to the north) and within conspire to test the strength of the 
nation.  Filmed at spectacular locations throughout Thailand, with a true cast of 
thousands, this Cecil B. DeMille-sized epic chronicles the life of Suriyothai, a beautiful 
young princess, who must choose between marrying her true love, a gallant young 
warrior named Piren, or doing her duty to wed Prince Tien, the son of the "second king," 
in a marriage arranged by their two very powerful families. 
 
As the story unfolds, the Thai kingdom of Ayothaya is enjoying a period of peace and 
prosperity, but the country's stability will be threatened by corruption and civil war.  
Colossal battle scenes with archers atop elephants, amazon fighters armed with spears, 
and invading Burmese legions firing canons, are photographed on a scale not seen in the 
cinema for decades.  Written and directed by Chatrichalerm Yukol, a prince in the Thai 
royal family, the film was made with the support of Thailand's Queen Sirikit. 
 
Palace intrigues and deceptions abound, with memorable characters and plot twists.  One 
king who takes the throne in a coup d'etat is then deceived by his beautiful new wife, a 
former high courtesan named Srisudachan.  She plots her husband's downfall, pushing 
her lover Boonsri (Lord Worawongsa) to usurp the throne, and to restore her clan, the U-
Thong in its claim to power. 
 
A band of loyalists joins Princess Suriyothai to assassinate the pretenders Srisudachan 
and Worawongsa, and to restore the monarchy in a daring sneak attack.  Tien becomes 
king to reunify Thailand.  In a dramatic finale to the film, the Burmese invade Ayothaya.  
Queen Suriyothai heroically rides an elephant into battle and dies in a valiant effort to 
save both her country and her husband's life.  The life of Suriyothai has become a legend. 
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Cast 
 
Queen Suriyothai    M.L. PIYAPAS BHIROMBHAKDI 

King Thienracha (Tien)  SARUNYOO WONGKRCHANG 

King Chairacha (Chai Raja)  PONGPAT WACHIRABUNJONG 

Lord Pirenthorathep (Piren)  CHATCHAI PLENGPANICH 

Lord Warawongsa (Boonsri)  JOHNNY ANFONE 

Lady Srisudachan    MAI CHAROENPURA 

Lady Srichulalak    SINJAI PLENGOANICH 

Captain Rajseneha   SORAPONG CHATRI 

Lord Intrathep    AMPOL LAMPOON 

Sir Sriyod    SUPPAKORN KITSUWAN 

Queen Jiraprapa    PENPAK SIRIKUL 

Akrachaya (Lady Oon)  WANNASA THONGWISET 

King of Prae     RONRITTICHAI KHANKET 

Lord Buyinnaung    SAHARAT SANGKAPRICHA 

Lord Sihatu    VARUTH WARATHAM 

Tabinshwehti     SUPPAKIT TANGTHATSWASD 

Lord Minyesihatu    SOMBATI MEDHANEE 

Chan      AKEKAPHAN BUNLUERIT 

Lord Mahasena    SAAD PEAMPONGSANTA 

Lord Sawankalok   MANOP AUSAWATEP 

Lord Pichai    KRUNG SRIVILAI 

Lieutenant Thepruksa    ATTHEP CHODCHOY 

King Norputthanukul    SUCHAO PONGVILAI 

Thongsuk     ARANYA NAMVONG 

Pudkrong     NAIYANA CHANRUANG 

Kayoon     PAWANRAT NARKSURIYA 

Prik (Preekh)    JIRAVADEE ISRANGURA 

Lord Rajpakdee    YANI TRAMOD 

Lord Yommaraj    MEESAK NAKKARAT 
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Crew 

 

Directed by    CHATRICHALERM YUKOL 

 

Written by    CHATRICHALERM YUKOL 

SUNAIT CHUTINTARANOND 

 

Music by   RICHARD HARVEY 

 

Produced by    KAMLA YUKOL 

 

Executive Producers   FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA 

KIM AUBRY 

 

Directors of Photography  IGOR LUTHER 

STANISLAV DORSIC 

ANUPAP BOACHAN 

 

Edited by             CHATRICHALERM YUKOL 

PATTAMANADDA YUKOL 

 

Art Directors   PRASOPCOK THANASETVIRAI 

PRASERT POSRIRAT 

CHETSADA PRUNARAKARD 
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Historical Notes 
 

Spanning more than half a century, The Legend of Suriyothai is a story of a country's 
survival.  It depicts the history of the Thai kingdom Ayothaya from the reign of King 
Ramathibodi II to the great battle with King Tabinshwethi of Burma in 1548. 
 
Ayothaya's peace and prosperity was dependent on the descendants of four royal 
dynasties: Suphannabumi, U-Thong, Phraruang and Sri Thammasokaraj.  Regardless of 
which family held power, the stability of the regime depended on the support and 
cooperation of the other royal households.  During the reign of King Ramathibodi II, the 
kingdom had two monarchs: Ramathibodi II in the south and his younger brother 
Athitaya in the north.  Both were descendents of the Suphannabumi dynasty. 
 
At the beginning of the film, we meet two members of the Phraruang dynasty – 
Suriyothai and Piren – whose fates will be joined throughout the story. Raised together 
since childhood, Suriyothai and Piren were regarded as brother and sister even though 
they were not related.  Despite their love for one another, marriage was out of the 
question since Suriyothai was betrothed to Tien, the son of King Athitaya.  Their union 
was seen as a political marriage that would strengthen the ties between two very powerful 
royal families. 
 
In 1529, King Ramathibodi II died and the resulting changes in the kingdom's political 
structure severely tested its stability.  King Athitaya moved to the north; Chai Raja (the 
son of Ramathibodi II) became, by royal decree, ruler of the south.  Tien moved north 
with his father, bringing Suriyothai and his children. A smallpox epidemic, political 
corruption, civil war and an invading army from Burma plunged the country into chaos.  
In the midst of this, Chai Raja established himself as ruler.  But he was a Warrior king 
and often away protecting his country from neighbouring armies.  So it was Tien, in the 
role of viceroy, who was assigned the task of administering the nation's affairs.  But he 
could not control Srisudachan, Chai Raja's high consort from the U-Thong dynasty.  
During his absence, Srisudachan began a relationship with a fellow member of the U-
Thong household.  Together they plotted the successful assassination of the king and 
Srisudachan was made queen. 
 
Throughout this turmoil, Suriyothai was preoccupied with the safety of her children and 
her husband.  She also took part in a plot to overthrow the new king and queen so that 
Ayothaya could return to peace and order.  For this purpose she called upon her 
childhood friend Piren, who helped to mobilize the armies, depose the king and install 
Tien on the throne, with Suriyothai as his queen. 
 
News of this internal strife came to the attention of the King of Burma, who assembled 
troops, crossed the border and surrounded the capital of Ayothaya.  A fierce battle ensued 
and when her husband faced certain death, Suriyothai placed herself in front of Tien and 
died in battle to insure the safety and future of her country. 
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Chatrichalerm Yukol 
 

Prince Chatrichalerm Yukol is one of Thailand's pioneering filmmakers and an 
international representative of Asian cinema.  Prince Chatrichalerm was born on 
November 29, 1942, a son of HRH Anusorn and Mom Ubon Yukol.  He was educated at 
Geelong Grammar School in Australia and continued his education at UCLA, where he 
majored in Geology. 
 
His first contact with motion pictures occurred when he was very young – both of his 
parents were early supporters of the Thai film industry.  His father made the film Lavo 
(1938) before Prince Chatrichalerm was born. 
 
While Prince Chatrichalerm was in Los Angeles, he apprenticed under director/producer 
Merian C. Cooper (Chang, King Kong, The Quiet Man, She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, The 
Searchers).  Prince Chatrichalerm first worked in the film industry as a cameraman on a 
number of Thai films.  He made his debut as a director and writer in television. 
 
Out of the Dark was the first feature length film that Prince Chatrichalerm directed.  This 
was followed by Doctor Karn.  Prince Chatrichalerm launched the career of Thailand's 
leading actor Sorapong Chatri and has received Thailand's Best Director Award. 
 
Since then, he has directed several other films and television programs, including The 
Angel, The Colonel, The Violent Breed, The Yellow Sky, The Citizen, Last Love, Gunman, 
The Elephant Keeper,  The Song Of Chaophaya, Power Road, Sia Dai, and The Box. 
 
Prince Chatrichalerm has won numerous awards as director, screenwriter and editor.  His 
films are shown frequently at international film festivals. 
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Production Facts 
 
Yukol is a member of the Thai royal family; he carries the title of prince.   
 
The original Thai version of The Legend of Suriyothai was released in Thailand on July 
12, 2001.  It broke all box office records.  The film was funded and largely supported by 
the Queen of Thailand for the purpose of educating a new generation of Thais about their 
history.  The film was researched for 5 years; 17 months were spent in actual production. 
 
The Queen of Thailand personally inaugurated the first day of photography.  For the 
battle sequences, Thai army and navy were conscripted by the thousands.  160 elephants 
were used in the production. 
 
The International crew included a Czech and Polish camera department, an American and 
English sound department, and an English composer. 
 
All props were made from scratch, including authentic 16th century European, Thai and 
Burmese weapons.  Locations (including palaces and royal grounds) are actual historical 
sites.  Many scenes were shot in and around the ruins of the ancient capital Ayothaya. 
 
3,500 extras were used in the battle scenes, and 400 people on crew.  1,400 rolls of film 
were shot (more than 1/2 million feet of film) and 263 hours of sound recorded. 
 
The six-channel Dolby digital soundtrack was edited and mixed at Francis Ford 
Coppola's American Zoetrope post facility in the Napa Valley. 
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